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1 - Val the Hedgehog

*Stats:

-Age: 14

-Weapon(s): quarterstaff she can channel her magic through

-Friends: Blade, Nanakie, Sandy, the Sonic gang

-Enemies: Dr. Gavin Fisher, Eggman

-Abilities: some psychic powers

Bio:

She's the Speed member of Team Gale, and prefers to avoid fighting whenever possible, but
won't hesitate to fight when she must.  

*Coming Soon, hopefully @_@



2 - Moonshadow

Moonshadow

Age: Teen

Species: Kangaroo rat

Personality: Serene, sweet, kind, comforting, adventurous, enigmatic at times

Item: Magical staff, used for ceremony and combat

Greatest Wish: Peace

Special Abilities: Uncanny gift for understanding others, can contact the spirit world via her dreams or
“visions”

Moonshadow is supposedly part spirit and has the rare gift of being able to communicate with the spirit
world. Because of this she’s believed to be the new oracle, making her an important part of many
church ceremonies. She’s often called upon to perform religious duties, and, owing to her great
significance, she’s been appointed a personal bodyguard: Kit, a lively young cat girl. The head priest,
who acts as her guardian and mentor, recommended Kit because both girls are roughly the same age,
and he wanted Moonshadow to have a real friend. Most of the clergy treat her with reverence but not
love; he, however, loves her like a daughter and he’s often concerned that she can’t grow up like a
normal girl and has to be “a lifeless pawn of the church.” Moonshadow insists that what she’s doing is
good and that she’s happy to do it, which is true. She’s told the things she does for the church are for
the greater good. Secretly, however, she does wish she could do more with her life than serve the gods
and sometimes feels suffocated in her sterile world of clerics, priests, and other servants of the gods.
She escapes from it all in her lessons and books of brave heroes and incredible adventures, which, to
her slight annoyance, need to all be screened before she’s allowed to read them (occasionally, her
books of choice are forbade). Moonshadow’s told it’s “for her own good” and that some texts are
“blasphemous” and will “corrupt her mind.” Personally, she thinks books that sway opinions and alter
ways of thinking are the best ones. She manages to get her hands on forbidden books sometimes,
usually via her uncle, who slips her the “good books, not that churchy garbage,” as he puts it. Her other
relatives often bring her (church-approved) books to read, which keeps her happy—and sane.



4 - Kit the Cat

Kit

Age: Teen
Species: Cat
Personality: Wild, outgoing, strong, sometimes hyper, serious when she needs to be
Weapon: Shoes with metal plates “for extra butt-kickage”
Specialty: Fighting—it comes with the territory

Kit, a recent and record-setting (the youngest in history) graduate of The Elite Defenders’ Academy
(TEDA)*, was hired by the church to be Moonshadow’s personal bodyguard. Her crazy personality
perfectly complements her charge’s laid-back, quiet one. However, Kit thinks of Moonshadow as a
friend rather than a precious treasure she has to guard, which violates a cardinal rule of the trade: never
get close to your charge. Aw, heck, she was never one for rules anyway. Once she snuck away with
Moonshadow to go on a little adventure outside the cathedral walls, and it nearly cost her her job. It
would have had the head priest, who knows Kit is just what Moonshadow needed to be happy, not
intervened. Kit’s only had to defend Moonshadow once, and it was scary. Somebody broke into
Moonshadow’s room at night while she slept. Whoever-it-was tried to escape with the young oracle, but
Kit rose to the occasion and stopped him (supposedly—they didn’t know the invader’s gender).
However, the assailant had other goons with him, and the challenge was almost too much for Kit to
handle. The handful of guards the church had hired had all been taken out by the attackers, so it was up
to her to try and hold them off long enough for the police, whom Kit could call with a push of a button on
her wristband, to arrive.
She surely would have failed had they not shown up. The incident nearly cost Kit her life. When the
police squad arrived, realizing they had no chance of success, the attackers fled immediately. As Kit
described it, “They just melted into the floor! It was incredible! They turned into black puddles and
slithered away!” Luckily, she grabbed a handful of a blob and kept the writhing mass clenched in her fist
until she found a jar to put it in. The police brought it to the lab for examination, but they couldn’t figure
out what it was. Kit hopes she never has to put her body guarding skills to work again. She’s not exactly
keen on smitten with near-death situations. Not that she wouldn’t be 100% willing to die for
Moonshadow, of course.

*TEDA: a fighters’ academy—one of the best. Graduates often become mercenary soldiers or
bodyguards.
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